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Abstract
Optical signal quality monitoring is an important function for optical transport networks and future alloptical networks. To monitor the optical signal-to-noise ratio and/or waveform distortion transparently
with respect to the signal format, data format, and signal bit rate, we propose a new optical signal quality monitoring method that uses asynchronous sampling, which is a sampling technique that does not use
timing extraction. The use of high-speed asynchronous sampling and the adjustment of the sampling rate
enable simple open eye-diagram monitoring and evaluation of a fixed-timing Q-factor (Qt) at the maximum eye opening timing phase. This method was experimentally verified using an optical signal quality monitoring circuit. We obtained a good relationship between the measured Qt and Q (which is a Qfactor calculated from the bit error rate (BER)), indicating that the BER was estimated by the measured
Qt with good accuracy. Moreover, as an easier method, we also introduce an average Q-factor (Qavg) evaluation method, which measures the Qavg value from an asynchronous eye-diagram (timing drifted eyediagram). This method is useful when the sampling rate is low or when adjusting the sampling rate is difficult, although a correction procedure for converting from Qavg to Q is needed. Standardization of our
optical signal quality monitoring technology is in progress in the IEC (International Electrotechnical
Commission).

1. Introduction
Monitoring the quality of signals is an important
aspect of the design, operation, and maintenance of
optical transport networks [1]-[3]. From the network
operator’s viewpoint, monitoring techniques are
required to establish connections, establish protection
or/and restoration, and perform maintenance. To
achieve these functions, monitoring techniques
should satisfy some general requirements: they
should provide in-service measurement, signal deterioration detection, fault isolation, transparency, scalability, and simplicity. Figure 1 shows an example of
an optical network that accommodates a diverse
range of clients and has a flexible optical path configuration. If a fault or signal deterioration occurs, it
is necessary to detect the problem to protect/restore
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and localize the impaired section or node. A fundamental performance monitoring parameter of any
digital transmission system is its end-to-end bit error
rate (BER). However, the only way to correctly evaluate the BER is to use out-of-service BER measurement, that is to measure it using a known test bit pattern instead of a real signal while the service is not
operating. In-service measurement can give only
rough estimates by measuring digital parameters
(e.g., the error block detection and error count in forward error correction) or analog parameters (e.g.,
optical power, optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR),
and Q-factor*1).
What has been greatly desired and studied is a signal quality monitoring method that can provide a
good measure of signal quality without complex ter*1 Q-factor: a parameter for indicating quality. In this paper, the Qfactor is the optical signal quality in optical communications. It is
defined by the amplitude distributions of both the mark (1) and
space (0) levels of a binary signal.
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Fig. 1. Optical network with diverse clients (a monitoring function is needed at nodes and repeaters).

mination. When the system BER is too low to be
measured within a reasonable amount of time, it is
useful to use Q-factor measurement [3]-[10]. However, sampling-based methods basically require synchronization and then some analysis [4], [5], which
makes them similar to protocol-aware termination in
terms of cost and complexity. In fact, synchronous
sampling requires timing extraction using complex
equipment that is specific to each bit error rate and
each format.
This paper proposes a simple Q-factor measurement technique as a cost-effective alternative to BER
measurements. This method is a fixed timing Q-factor (Qt) monitoring method that utilizes the open eyediagrams captured by asynchronous sampling [6].
Asynchronous sampling allows bit-rate independent
Q-factor monitoring, and the same equipment can
cover a bit rate range of up to 40 Gbit/s. Average Qfactor (Qavg) measurement through asynchronous
sampling [3], [8] is also introduced and compared
with Qt measurement. The experimental results are
also summarized.
2. Qt monitoring
Parameter Qt is estimated from the open eye-diagrams captured by asynchronous sampling as shown
in Fig. 2. To obtain well opened eye-diagrams, all
30

sampling points are plotted in time order and superimposed every k (or multiple of k) samples. The following conditions must be satisfied:
Tstep = 1/ fc – 1/{(n/m) fs} = 1/(k fs),

(1)

where fs is the signal bit rate, fc is the sampling clock
rate, Tstep is the sampling time interval, n/m is a value
pertaining to the ratio fs and fc, n and m are natural
numbers, and k is the number of sampling points per
time slot. From these equations, fc is obtained as
fc = (1/k + m/n)–1 fs.

(2)

Here, we assume some knowledge of fs such as the
data format (e.g., SONET/SDH (synchronous optical
network, synchronous digital hierarchy) or Ethernet).
Such information is relatively easy to obtain. Note
that when timing extraction is not used, fs is not accurately known at the signal quality monitoring circuit,
so fc must be determined independently. Moreover,
the performance of the sampling clock source causes
inaccuracy in the setting of fc. These inaccuracies in
fs and/or fc cause Eqs. (1) and (2) to fail. However,
high-speed sampling allows us to obtain well opened
eye-diagrams even under this condition, which means
that Qt can be evaluated as described in the following
theoretical evaluation.
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Fig. 2. Open eye-diagram captured by asynchronous sampling and amplitude histograms at fixed timing phase t (Nsamp =
8000, k = 100, |df | ~
~ 0, fs =10 Gbit/s, fc ~
~ 100 MHz, n/m ~
~ 1/10).

We assume frequency detuning df due to the inaccuracy in determining fs and/or fc. The time shift of
sampling time interval ∆Tstep due to df is written as

∆Tstep = 1/fc – 1/( fc + df ).

(3)

When | Nsamp ∆Tstep | is 1/(2fs) or less, where Nsamp is
the total sampling number, a well opened eye-diagram is obtained. Therefore, the following condition
must be satisfied.
fc ≥ (2fs j k | df |)1/2,

(4)

where Nsamp = j k ( j and k are natural numbers). For
example, when Nsamp is 250, fs is approximately 10
Gbit/s, the frequency detuning | df | is 20 ppm (200
kHz), and the requirement for fc is 1 GHz or more.
Therefore, a sampling clock rate on the order of 1
GHz allows our measurement circuit to capture the
opened eye-diagrams even when the frequency
detuning | df | is 20 ppm. In other words, if the sampling clock rate is on the order of 1 GHz, our measurement circuit tolerates setting inaccuracy in fs
and/or fc of up to ±200 kHz. Therefore, high-speed
asynchronous opto-electrical (OE) sampling *2
enables us to achieve simple Q-factor monitoring
without complicated software calculations, which are
required when using the periodogram [7].
In addition, we must confirm the influence of signal
Vol. 2 No. 5 May 2004

wander. Signal wander is sometimes estimated from
the group delay due to a change in the transmission
fiber caused by temperature fluctuations. When the
total sampling number is Nsamp points, the transmission fiber length is L m, the temperature change is dT
°C/s, the group delay coefficient of optical fibers is α
ps/m/°C, and the total group delay divided by the
total sampling time, ∆twander, satisfies

∆twander = α Nsamp L dT / fc .

(5)

For example, when α is 0.2 ps/m/°C, N is 250, L is
320 × 103 m, dT is 0.5 × 10–3 °C/s (20°C per 12
hours), and fc is approximately 1 GHz, the group
delay divided by the total sampling time is approximately 7.5 × 10–6 ps, which is small enough to measure the open eye-diagrams. The eye-diagrams, the
amplitude histograms at fixed timing phase t, and Qt
are shown in Fig. 2. Parameter Qt is defined by
Qt = | µ1 – µ0 | / (σ1 + σ0),

(6)

where µi and σi are the mean and standard deviation,
respectively, of the mark (i = 1) and space (i = 0) level
distributions of the amplitude histograms. The midpoint of the timing phase between the two white lines
in Fig. 2 is t and the sampling points between the two
white lines are used in the estimation.
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The optical signal quality monitoring circuit consists of an OE sampling module, an internal clock
source, an O/E converter, and a signal processing circuit, as shown in Fig. 3. OE sampling is performed
using optical gating with an electrical clock. An electro-absorption (EA) modulator*3 is used as the OE
sampling module. The repetition rate of the electrical
clock is approximately 1 GHz. The EA modulator
and electrical clock source are relatively small and
simple compared with the conventional optical sampling components or electrical high-speed sampling
modules. In the conventional electrical sampling
case, the O/E converter bandwidth should be wider
than the signal bit rate. On the other hand, in the OE
sampling method, the signal is optically sampled at a
repetition rate lower than the signal bit rate, so the
O/E converter bandwidth is narrower than the signal
bit rate. The signal processing circuit analyzes the
*2 Opto-electrical (OE) sampling: a technique in which an optical
signal is sampled (gated) with electrical pulses.
*3 Electro-absorption (EA) modulator: an optical device in which the
optical absorption coefficient is changed by inducing an electric
field. The optical signal launched into the device is modulated by
using an electrical signal and changing the optical absorption coefficient.

sampled signal to determine Qt and Qavg.
Using this technique, we constructed a prototype
optical signal quality monitor. A polarization-independent EA modulator with bandwidth of 40 GHz
was used to achieve polarization-independent operation and excellent time resolution (8 ps). The signal
bit rate can range up to 40 Gbit/s. We can also measure the wavelength dependence of the Q-factor. The
bandwidth allowing a 2-dB decrease from the maximum Q-factor value is 40 nm (from 1543 to 1583
nm). This range is limited by the characteristics of the
EA modulator used. By shifting the center wavelength to 1550 nm, we can cover the entire C-band.
The main specifications are summarized in Table 1.
4. Impact of OSNR on Qt
Figure 4 shows the relationship between Qt and Q
for 10-Gbit/s NRZ (non-return to zero) optical sig17
16

Table 1. Measured values of main parameters.
Parameters
Sampling rate
Time resolution

<
=43 Gbit/s
>
=40 nm (1543 – 1583 nm)

Available input power

–5.0 to +5.0 dBm

Polarization dependence

<1.0 dB

14
13

Qt = Q

12

Measured values
<
=1 GHz
<
8
ps
=

Wavelength range

Signal bit rate

10 Gbit/s NRZ

15

Qt (dB)

3. Signal quality monitoring circuit using simple
OE sampling*2

11
10
10

11

12

13
14
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15

16
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Fig. 4. Relationship between a fixed timing Q-factor (Qt)
and a Q-factor calculated from BER (Q) for 10Gbit/s NRZ signals.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of optical signal quality monitoring circuit.
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nals at different signal OSNR values. The OSNR is
defined as the ratio between the optical signal power
and optical noise. The OSNR value is changed by
adding amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise
to the optical signal. Parameter Qt is obtained by
using the procedure described in the previous section,
and parameter Q is derived from the measured BER
using the Gaussian assumption. We set t to the time
where the eye was most widely opened. Good relationships are recognized in the figure, and the slope
of the relationship equals 1. Note that the values of Qt
basically equal those of Q. This means that it is possible to obtain the BER value directly if we estimate
Qt. For instance, when the measured Qt value is 16.4
dB for a 10-Gbit/s optical signal, the BER of the signal is recognized to be 10–10. The important feature of
the technique is that the slope of the relationship
between Qt and Q when the OSNR is changed does
not change because Qt is measured from the open
eye-diagram. Therefore, it is useful to estimate the
absolute value of the Q-factor, which is directly related to the BER.
5. Qavg monitoring and impact of OSNR on Qavg
Here, we propose the average Q-factor (Q avg)
method. This can be used when an open eye-diagram
cannot be obtained because no information regarding
the signal bit rate is available and the sampling rate
Amplitude

µ1,avg – µ0,avg |
|µ

σ0,avg

Qavg = | µ1,avg – µ0,avg | / (σ1,avg + σ0,avg),

(7)

where µ i,avg and σi,avg are the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of the mark (i = 1) and space (i =
0) level distributions. The asynchronous eye-diagram
includes unwanted cross-point data, which decreases
the measured value of Qavg. Thus, it is necessary to
remove the cross-point data. In this way, we set two
threshold levels: µ th1 = µ1 – αµ and µ th0 = µ 0 + αµ,
where µ = | µ1,avg – µ 0,avg | and coefficient α is defined
to lie between 0 and 0.5 [3]. Figure 6 shows the relationship between Qavg and Q for 10-Gbit/s NRZ optical signals at different signal OSNR values. The relationship is good although the slope is not 1 and it is
necessary to use a correction factor for evaluating the
BER. Since the influence of the cross-point data still
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fc is large, or when it is difficult to perform highspeed sampling. In these cases, it is impossible to
obtain an open eye-diagram, so we must evaluate an
asynchronous eye-diagram, which is a timing drifted
eye-diagram. We proposed an algorithm for evaluating Qavg from an asynchronous eye-diagram [3]. Figure 5 shows an asynchronous eye-diagram obtained
by asynchronous sampling. Parameter Qavg is evaluated using asynchronous amplitude histograms in
which unwanted cross-point data is included. It is
defined by
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Fig. 5. Asynchronous (drifted) eye-diagram captured by asynchronous sampling and asynchronous amplitude histograms
(Nsamp = 8000, fs =10 Gbit/s, fc ~
~ 100 MHz, n/m ~
~ 1/10).
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remains, the slope of this relationship changes with
the optical band-pass filter bandwidth or other parameters in the signal quality monitoring circuit [3]. In
this case, the relationship should be measured in
advance and the correction factor should be determined to obtain the BER value.
6. Conclusion
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Using a new procedure for evaluating the fixed timing Q-factor (Qt), we have devised a simple method
of monitoring the Q-factor using open eye-diagrams
captured by high-speed asynchronous OE sampling.
We designed a signal quality monitoring circuit and
experimentally confirmed its ability to estimate the
BER for 10-Gbit/s NRZ signals. We also showed that
the circuit offers two modes: Qt and average Q-factor
Qavg evaluation. This technique and circuit will form
a powerful solution for satisfying the performance
monitoring requirements of future optical networks.
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